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ABSTRACT

Seismic data can provide a wealth of information about subsurface. The process of obtaining in-

terpretable volumes is involved and intricate, but it starts with the raw data acquired in the field.

‘Good’ raw data should enable the use of state of the art noise suppression tools and thus allow for

high resolution subsurface imaging. The key to good data is the ability to capture wavefields without

gaps and aliasing which in most situations is impossible or prohibitively expensive. As a result, data

are often regularly sampled, but contain gaps in areas of restricted access and suffer from aliasing

artifacts. Both of these challenges can be tackled after transforming data into a domain in which the

their key characteristics can be easily identified and leveraged for guiding wavefield reconstruction.

We find that a discrete complex wavelet transform is an optimal domain for representing intricate

land seismic wavefields. Taking advantage of the multiscale decomposition and seismic data spar-

sity in the complex wavelet domain, we develop a multiscale soft thresholding algorithm (MIST)

that uses low frequency, low wavenumber information to guide the reconstruction of higher frequen-
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cies and wavenumbers. Our approach is successful in interpolation beyond aliasing and in infilling

large gaps, but its effectiveness is sampling-dependent, requiring access to non-aliased wavelet co-

efficients at the deepest possible decomposition level. We also demonstrate the filtering outcomes

possible to achieve for non-aliased data. Exploiting the spatio-temporal and frequency-wavenumber

localization capability of complex wavelet transform, we develop a velocity filter that allows to tar-

get noise of particular phase velocity or range of velocities that is also restricted in time and space.

We demonstrate the filter by removing airblast energy from a land seismic record. Our filter pre-

serves features underlying noise and does not affect any signals outside of the predicted airblast

trajectory.
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INTRODUCTION

Active seismic data are acquired to provide detailed subsurface information such as structural or

stratigraphic images, depositional sequences, material and reservoir properties (wave propagation

velocities, anisotropy, density, porosity, fluid saturation), or time-lapse differences in these proper-

ties. The confidence in inferences made from the acquired seismic volumes depends on the data

quality and uncertainties associated with processing and inversion. But what does it mean to have

‘good data’? The answer may not be obvious. An important ingredient of data quality is trace

density (Ourabah et al., 2015; Yanchak et al., 2018; Alkatheeri et al., 2020). Dense acquisitions are

characterized by high fold which is directly related to the random incoherent noise suppression by

stacking (Schimmel and Paulssen, 1997). However, for most onshore acquisitions it is the coherent,

slowly propagating waves that contaminate the desired data and degrade the migrated volumes (Re-

gone et al., 2015; Manning et al., 2019; Ourabah et al., 2019; Stork, 2020). Examples of such noise

include surface and guided waves, airblast, and scattering noise. These types of coherent noise are

best addressed when recorded non-aliased.

Non-aliased recordings of complex land wavefields can be difficult to achieve in practice. If one

follows the traditional regular sampling theorem (Shannon, 1948; Jerri, 1977) or its m-D extension

(Petersen and Middleton, 1962), the sampling interval required is dictated by the slowest apparent

velocity of the observed wavefield and the highest frequency present in the slow moveout features.

For some acquisition settings, this criterion may call for regular sampling intervals of less than 2 m,

which is prohibitively expensive for most acquisition campaigns. Furthermore, land acquisitions

frequently have to be planned around existing infrastructure and natural obstacles, leading to gaps

in the acquired seismic volumes.

A possible solution to these problems is compressive sensing (CS) acquisition that uses ran-
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domized sampling and sparse data representation in some domain to reconstruct the non-aliased

wavefield as a post-acquisition step (Li et al., 2012; Mosher et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2018, 2019).

However, that solution is not always a viable option. One problem is that the compressive sensing

approach cannot be applied to the already acquired regular data, as most seismic data are collected

on regular or approximately regular grids. When aliasing occurs, such sampling solutions do not

lend themselves to data reconstruction following compressive sensing rules because aliases mas-

querade as real signals, and make aliased data appear sparse. Any sizable gaps in data are also a

problem regardless of sampling scheme (Trad et al., 2005). Large concentrations of missing traces

introduce illumination gaps and ultimately may prevent one from achieving a desired imaging objec-

tive. A 5D interpolation (Trad, 2009) is helpful when reciprocal information about the gap interior

is available (i.e., skipped shot locations infilled from receiver data when possible). However, such

information is not always present or of sufficient quality, and the often high dynamic range of land

seismic data introduces further complications.

Though at the first glance it may not seem like the problems of regular aliased data and sig-

nificant data gaps are related, simple solutions can help to address them both. Spitz (1991) shows

that non-aliased low frequency information can be used to guide the interpolation of higher fre-

quency aliased events by designing appropriate prediction error filters (PEFs) in the F-X domain.

Gülünay (2003) demonstrates that FK domain interpolation operator designed to manipulate low

non-aliased frequencies can guide the unraveling of aliased data. However, a common problem

with these and other Fourier domain approaches (Duijndam et al., 1999; Zwartjes and Sacchi, 2007;

Naghizadeh and Innanen, 2011; Naghizadeh, 2012; Gao et al., 2013) is that they assume station-

ary signals. When the wavefield considerably varies in amplitude and frequency as a function of

time and space, methods assuming signal stationarity struggle. To overcome this problem, Liu and

Fomel (2011) introduce adaptive prediction error filters, obtaining the nonstationary coefficients by
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solving global regularized least squares problem. Guitton and Claerbout (2010) develop a pyramid

transform to estimate a single PEF that accounts for non-stationarity. Another solution is to take

advantage of local transforms, e.g., the approach described by Naghizadeh and Sacchi (2010) that

uses non-aliased curvelet scales for interpolation. The curvelet transform Candès et al. (2006) is an

oriented and localized generalization of the Fourier transform. While it provides sparse represen-

tations of wavefields (Candès and Demanet, 2005), it is a highly redundant transformation, with a

scale-dependent redundancy level. A less redundant alternative to curvelets is the discrete complex

wavelet transform which we elect to use for data reconstruction and filtering.

The discrete complex wavelet transform (CWT ) was developed to overcome certain shortcom-

ings of its real-valued counterpart that made wavelets sub-optimal for image processing. Unlike

the real wavelet transform, CWT offers near shift invariance, the ability to distinguish between dip

directions, and an intuitive interpretation for detecting signal singularities (Selesnick et al., 2005).

While the transform implementation necessitates redundancy, its degree depends only on the di-

mensionality of decomposed objects and is 2m form-dimensional signals, meaning that the number

of CWT coefficients representing data is N × 2m. Furthermore, the transform has an efficient im-

plementation via filter bank with the computational complexity of O(N) which is better than the

O(N logN) complexity of the Fast Fourier transform. Combined, these features make the CWT an

attractive domain for performing data interpolation.

Since CWT naturally decomposes signals into different octave bands from the Fourier domain,

it can easily adapt the philosophy of using non-aliased (low frequency, low wavenumber) scales to

guide the data reconstruction in large gaps and for regularly missing aliased traces. We describe

how to adapt an iterative soft thresholding algorithm (Daubechies et al., 2004) for a multiscale

reconstruction that follows CWT decomposition levels and provide examples that illustrate its ef-

fectiveness. In particular, we show that multiscale iterative soft thresholding (MIST) succeeds in
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interpolation beyond aliasing and in infilling large gaps, yielding reconstructed wavefields that can

be subsequently processed without suffering the consequences of inadequate sampling.

We also demonstrate how the CWT can be used to accomplish the next task in the quest for

the good quality data, namely, wavefield denoising. Non-aliased wavefields make it easier to sep-

arate signal and noise by their characteristics in the transform domain. CWT is localized in time,

space, frequency, and wavenumber, enabling straightforward definition of velocity filters. Different

types of noise such as surface waves, airblast, guided waves, or first arrivals that have near-linear

moveout or range of moveouts can be suppressed with a well-defined velocity filter. Such filters are

commonly applied in the Fourier domain but because of the stationarity assumption and the lack

of time-space localization, an FK filter targeting specific slope erases all instances of events with

similar slopes, thus risking the loss of valuable diffractions or reflection tails. We can avoid this

shortcoming by defining a velocity filter in the CWT domain. We explain how to determine which

scales and orientations of the CWT should be used for filtering and how to incorporate spatial

moveout information for best filtering outcomes.

COMPLEX WAVELET RECONSTRUCTION AND FILTERING

In geophysics we frequently deal with highly non-stationary signals. It was the need to study the

minute changes in amplitude, phase, frequency and shape of seismic reflection signals as a function

of propagation time that motivated Morlet et al. (1982) to use wavelets as an analysis tool to charac-

terize wave scattering regimes for different wavelengths and media types. Although non-stationary

signals can be analyzed with the short time Fourier transform (STFT), wavelets are an attractive

alternative because they provide a multiresolution decomposition of signals. In STFT, an analysis

window is selected at the start and kept the same for all times and frequencies. The time-frequency
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resolution, which is the ability to distinguish between two discrete spikes in time domain and two

pure frequency sinusoids in the frequency domain, is therefore fixed and bounded by the Heisenberg

uncertainty (Gabor, 1946):

∆t∆f ≥ 1

2
, (1)

with ∆t and ∆f indicating time and frequency resolution, respectively. Keeping the resolution

fixed over the entire time-frequency plane imposes limitations on how well specific signal features

can be localized in time or in frequency. The idea behind the wavelet transforms is to vary ∆t and

∆f such that the time resolution becomes arbitrarily good at high frequencies while the frequency

resolution becomes arbitrarily good at low frequencies (Rioul and Vetterli, 1991), thus obtaining

the multiresolution representations of signals. This is achieved by keeping the relative bandwidths

constant, most commonly using 2:1 scaling that yields octave bandwidths (Kingsbury, 1999). Nat-

urally, wavelet decompositions are still subject to the uncertainty principle from equation 1, but by

selecting long analysis windows for low frequency and short windows for high frequency content,

our ability to distinguish time-frequency signal characteristics is significantly improved.

The multiresolution signal analysis is not restricted to 1D cases. A discrete 2D wavelet trans-

form is used in image processing problems such as denoising, restoration, compression, and seg-

mentation. However, using a critically sampled real wavelet transform in image processing can be

challenging because of its strong shift dependence and the lack of sufficient directional selectivity.

Critical sampling refers to the transform implementation via filter bank with analysis (decomposi-

tion) filters whose number equals the downsampling factor. Shift variance implies that the energy

concentration of wavelet coefficients at each decomposition scale depends on time or space shifts

of the input signal, which can lead to erratic and inconsistent processing outcomes. The limited

directional sensitivity means that it is not possible to distinguish the direction of dipping features,
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for instance, in 2D it is not possible to tell the difference between ±45◦. These shortcomings led

to the development of discrete complex wavelet transform (CWT) that is near shift invariant and

capable of distinguishing dip directions (Kingsbury, 1999, 2001; Selesnick et al., 2005).

Complex wavelet transform

By introducing approximately analytic complex wavelets (whose support is finite, preventing them

from being exactly analytic), the CWT is able to mimic desirable properties of the Fourier trans-

form, providing complex coefficients whose phases depend on signal shifts almost linearly while

magnitudes are largely shift invariant (Kingsbury, 2001; Selesnick et al., 2005). An exactly The

complex wavelet is defined as

ψC(t) = ψr(t) + iψi(t), (2)

with real-valued functions ψr(t) and ψi(t) that are odd and even, respectively. Wavelets act as

highpass filters. To achieve a lowpass at the lowest decomposition level, a complex scaling function

is also introduced:

ϕC(t) = ϕr(t) + iϕi(t), (3)

with similar properties to the complex wavelet. The transform is implemented via a dual-tree fil-

ter bank, as described by Kingsbury (2001) and Selesnick et al. (2005). The m-D wavelet can be

obtained by taking a tensor product of wavelets along all dimensions. Directional selectivity is

achieved because CWT uses analytic wavelets, allowing to distinguish between positive and nega-

tive wavenumbers. If we use a seismic convention for Fourier spectrum representation of real-valued

signals, the frequency axis contains only positive frequencies, while wavenumbers can be either

positive or negative. A specific scale and orientation in CWT corresponds to an octave band repre-

senting frequency and either positive or negative wavenumbes. Such support allows for 6 distinct
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orientations in 2D and 28 orientations in 3D transform.

Due to the favorable properties described above, complex wavelets found many interesting ap-

plications such as volume registration where one seeks to detect and compensate for motion be-

tween images or volumes (Chen and Kingsbury, 2012), video denoising (Selesnick and Li, 2003)

and a wide array of image processing problems, where CWT outperforms their real-valued trans-

form alternative (Kingsbury, 1999; Miller and Kingsbury, 2008; Chitchian et al., 2009; Raj and

Venkateswarlu, 2012).

Although we often display geophysical data as if they are images, we have to remember that

they represent physical quantities as a function of time, or space, or both, rather than the scaled

light intensity or color coding for pixels. As a consequence, the range of possible coefficient values

for transformed geophysical data differs from that of image data. Moreover, data sampling rate and

the number of samples available in each sampling direction impose inherent limitations on what

processing outcomes can be achieved with the aid of CWT because they control the number of

possible decomposition levels and central frequencies and wavenumbers corresponding to CWT

scales and orientations. Understanding how geophysical data, and seismic data in particular, are

represented in the complex wavelet domain is the key to optimizing data reconstruction and to

designing effective filters.

Rotational variance

One potential problem with CWT is that certain orientations correspond to central frequencies and

wavenumbers that are further from the origin than others. The orientations formed by combining

lowpass and highpass filters have central frequencies that are approximately
√
1.8 closer to the ori-

gin than orientations formed by combining highpass filters (Kingsbury, 2006). This has interesting
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implications for data reconstruction, as illustrated next.

Consider a circularly symmetric object such as in Figure 1. For such an image, the transform

orientations should represent angles and since a circle has the same amount of all angles, the co-

efficient energy distribution should be uniform among all orientations. However, due to center

frequency shift, that is not the case. To understand how this affects reconstruction and assess the

effect of rotational variance on the reconstruction quality, we conduct a numerical experiment. First,

we remove a portion of the data in a shape of circular sector with a 6◦ angle. Starting with a gap

centered at 0◦ azimuth, we run a sparsity-promoting reconstruction. We repeat that process for gaps

oriented along all azimuths with a 1◦ interval. Each reconstruction is quantified by the normalized

root mean squared error (NRMSE) and plotted against gap azimuth. The higher the NRMSE, the

less favorable a particular gap orientation is from the reconstruction point of view and vice-versa.

Example reconstructions for 0◦, 45◦ and 90◦ are shown in the top row of Figure 1, and the middle

row shows the difference (magnified by 10) between fully sampled object and its reconstruction.

Note that reconstruction error is the biggest for 45◦ and related to amplitude, while phase is recon-

structed accurately. The bottom plot in Figure 1 highlights the good orientations with green stars

and poor orientations with red crosses. As expected, 45◦, 135◦, 225◦ and 315◦ are poor because

they represent gaps aligned with orientations for which two high-pass filters were used to achieve

the decomposition. Interestingly, when the gaps are nearly aligned with the sampling axes (in this

case, x or y), reconstructions quickly shift from good to bad or the other way around. We are unsure

about the cause of such behavior but suspect that it might be related to representing a circular sector

with square pixels with limited number of samples.
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Multiscale CWT reconstruction

As a consequence of rotational variance and unequal coefficient energy distribution among orien-

tations, we can expect certain wavefield features to be more challenging to reconstruct than others,

simply because they are represented by weaker coefficients than other features of a similar ampli-

tude but different slope in the data domain. One way to address that problem in the reconstruction

algorithm is to minimize the effect of unequal coefficient distribution among scales and orientations

by introducing scale- and orientation-dependent thresholds within an iterative soft thresholding al-

gorithm. In (manuscript under revision), we describe the threshold estimation process that takes

advantage of the available data to obtain parameters σn and σw(s, γ) that are then used to estimate

the thresholds as λs,γ = σ2
n

σw(s,γ) . We refer to that Chapter for further details.

Let d be the acquired data, S the sampling operator projecting the acquired data on the desired

regular fine grid, Ψ the forward CWT , and α the complex wavelet domain representation of the

fully sampled wavefield. The data recovery problem can then be formulated as a mixed norm

optimization problem:

min
α
∥d−ΨHSHα∥22 + λ∥α∥1, (4)

with the regularization parameter λ. The solution can be found by iterative soft thresholding al-

gorithm (Chambolle et al., 1998; Figueiredo and Nowak, 2003; Beck and Teboulle, 2009) whose

general step is

αk+1 = Tλt
(
αk − 2tSΨ(ΨHSHαk − d)

)
, (5)

where t denotes the step size. We define the complex thresholding operator for scale- and orientation-

dependent thresholds λs,γ . Let αk = rke
jθk . Then
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Tλs,γ (αk) = Tλs,γ (rk)e
jθk =


(rk + λs,γ)e

jθk for rk ≥ λs,γ

0 for rk < λs,γ

, (6)

Rather than threshold all scales at the same time, we modify the algorithm by introducing a mul-

tiscale approach. A pseudo code summarizing our strategy is described in Algorithm 1. We start by

estimating the initial thresholds λs,γ from data projected onto the target grid, Sd. The initial com-

plex wavelet domain approximation of the fully sampled wavefield is obtained as α0 = ΨPSd,

where P denotes a smoothing operator along the spatial dimensions. The purpose of this low res-

olution initial guess is to mitigate potential influence of data gaps at the deepest complex wavelet

decomposition level. Starting with these deep level coefficients, we apply thresholding at the active

scale and set all of the higher frequency, higher wavenumber scales to 0. When no further improve-

ment can be achieved from a given scale, we move to a finer level and recompute the thresholds

from an object that has original data traces where available and the lower scale approximation else-

where. By doing so, we minimize the impact that the gaps presence has on the distribution and

energy level of complex wavelet coefficients. The final reconstruction is achieved either when we

reach the desired relative data residual or the maximum number of iterations.

A threshold re-computation step is important for reconstructing regularly missing traces. When

the CWT is computed, each data decomposition level means a data decimation by a factor of 2 along

all axes. For example, the level 1 decomposition coefficients are computed from data downsampled

by a factor of 2, level 2 means downsampling by a factor of 4, level 3 by a factor of 8, etc. If data

have enough spatial and temporal samples to allow for complex wavelet decomposition with at least

one scale not suffering from aliasing effects, we can use it for beyond aliasing data reconstructions.

However, for scales corrupted by aliasing effects, the original thresholds are sub-optimal and likely
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to reinforce a form of periodicity inherent in sampling, ultimately leading to poor reconstructions.

In such situations, one may try to apply a constant velocity NMO correction to data prior attempting

the reconstruction so as to lessen the aliasing impact by making dipping events less steep (Yu et al.,

2017).

A similar reasoning can be applied when one is concerned with reconstructing data within large

gaps. The deepest decomposition level is the least affected by the gap presence, allowing us to

gradually rebuild the missing information. When the gap is large enough to impact wavelet coeffi-

cients at all scales, the gap effect on the coarsest scale can be lessened by smoothing data along the

spatial dimension. The degree of smoothing should be chosen based on the gap size and maximum

decomposition level so as to eliminate wavelet coefficient discontinuity that gap introduces.

CWT velocity filter design

CWT could also be used for data filtering, which is not a new idea. Yu and Whitcombe (2008) and

Yu et al. (2017) discuss the use of CWT as a dip filter, pointing out that the success of filtering

depends on the ability to separate the signal and noise in the transform domain and suggesting

the use of constant velocity NMO correction in order to improve that separation. The filter is

then defined to target specific scales and orientations in the transform domain and removes the

undesirable energy by setting all targeted coefficients to 0. However, knowing which scales and

orientations to target can be difficult and non-intuitive, particularly when the commonly assumed

image processing jargon uses angles to describe orientations.

To help with geophysical intuition behind complex wavelet scales and orientations, consider

displaying wavelet coefficients on their idealized Fourier support. As explained earlier, scales and

orientations represent Fourier octave bands whose central frequencies depend on data spatial and
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Algorithm 1 MIST
Inputs:
d,S, σn,maxlevel,maxit, ϵ, tol
Initialize:
λs,γ ← f(Sd, σn) # Thresholds from available data
α0 ← ΨPSd # Low resolution estimate
sk ← maxlevel # Maximum CWT decomposition level
rez0 ← ∥d∥22 # Initial data residual
k ← 0
while rezk

rez0
> ϵ and k < maxit do

if s ≥ sk then
αk+1(s, γ)← Tλs,γ

(
αk − SΨ(ΨHSHαk − d)

)
else

αk+1(s, γ)← 0
end if
rezk ← ∥d−ΨHSHαk∥22
if rezk−rezk−1

rezk
≤ tol then

continue
else

sk ← sk − 1
λs,γ ← f(Sd, σn,αk) # Use current data approximation in-

side gaps and original data where
available to get new thresholds

end if
k ← k + 1

end while
Output:
m← ΦHαk
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temporal sampling. Figure 2 shows the type of display we are advocating for. The horizontal axis

represents wavenumbers while the vertical axis represents frequencies. Solid black lines mark the

boundaries between scales and orientations. By identifying the box location in the f−k coordinates,

we are able to assign frequencies and wavenumbers to a particular scale and orientation.

Assigning the f − k bands to CWT scales and orientations means that we can also map phase

velocities. Figure 3 shows how such mapping can be done. Note that x− t sampling defines spatial

and temporal Nyquist, directly affecting whether specific phase velocities are mapped to the same

or different CWT orientation. Both panels are generated assuming the spatial sampling of 2 m, but

temporal sampling is selected as 1 ms in Figure 3a and 4 ms in Figure 3b. For a 1 ms case, the

velocity of 1800 m/s falls into the orientation that is typically associated with 45◦, but for a 4 ms

sampling it is assigned to 15◦ orientation. Therefore, trying to associate seismic events with CWT

orientations based purely on the angular interpretation of orientations may be misleading. Plots

like the ones shown in Figure 3 are easy to generate for arbitrary samplings, decomposition levels,

and velocities and are a valuable tool to aid in selecting scales and orientations for filtering or in

adjusting data sampling that would achieve orientation separation between specific events.

Before we move on to defining a complex wavelet domain filter, we need to discuss one other

aspect of CWT : the spatio-temporal localization. Coefficient magnitudes and phases in Figure 2

form patterns that distinctly resemble seismic data. This is because CWT is also localized in time

and space. To find t − x coordinates corresponding to a particular coefficient, one only needs to

know the original data coordinates and the decomposition level. Spatial and temporal sampling

at scale s is dxs = dx0/2
s and dts = dt0/2

s, with dx0 and dt0 representing the data sampling.

Therefore, to map a t−x slope between decomposition levels, one only needs to appropriately scale

the coordinates.
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3D seismic data d(x, y, t) can be represented by their 3D CWT :

α(x,y, t,γ, s) = Φd(x,y, t), (7)

with orientation γ and scale s. One can define a binary filter in the transform domain as (Yu et al.,

2017):

Q(x,y, t,γ, s) =


1, if Q ∈ selected (x′,y′, t′,γ′, s′)

0, otherwise

(8)

Therefore, filtering can be viewed as an application of binary masks to complex wavelet coefficients.

Yu et al. (2017) suggest to define filter coefficients over scales and orientations only. However, such

an approach disregards spatio-temporal localization of complex wavelets, hindering filtering out-

comes for events that are not sufficiently distinguished from useful signals in scales and orientations

only. We propose to define a filtering mask that is time- and space-dependent for each scale and

orientation:

Q(γ, s) = f(x,y, t), (9)

with the mask values that can take any values from [0, 1] interval. This allows for introducing

moveout-based filtering masks that have a more gradual transition between pass and reject bands,

mitigating edge effects. We illustrate this idea in the following section.

EXAMPLES

In this section, we demonstrate the practical uses for our multiscale reconstruction and complex

wavelet domain velocity filtering. We start with interpolation beyond aliasing example showcasing

wavefield recovery from regularly missing traces. Next, we show how the multiscale approach
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handles infilling large gaps and what can be done to improve the reconstruction outcome. Finally,

we present the CWT velocity filter design to suppress the airblast from a land seismic record.

Regular data interpolation beyond aliasing

Regular coarse sampling that results in spatially aliased data is a common problem. Figure 4a shows

a fully sampled synthetic wavefield with a wide range of data amplitudes and event orientations.

We use symmetric logarithmic color normalization from matplotlib (Hunter, 2007) for wavefield

display to better highlight weaker signals. To test the capability of MIST for reconstructing regularly

missing aliased data, we only keep every fourth trace from Figure 4a leading to coarsely sampled

wavefield in Figure 4b. FK spectra for both wavefields are shown in Figures 4c and 4d.

To evaluate the performance of MIST, we compare it with a sparsity promoting basis pursuit.

The goal of this comparison is to judge whether the sparsity assumption alone would be sufficient

to recover the missing data. Figure 5 summarizes the reconstruction outcomes for basis pursuit and

MIST. Since the initial threshold estimation plays an important role for MIST, we show a recon-

struction for thresholds obtained from the available coarsely sampled data and another reconstruc-

tion where the initial thresholds are estimated based on the wavefield recovered from the previous

MIST reconstruction.

Figure 5a shows that sparsity alone is not sufficient to infill gaps in regularly decimated data. The

wavefield reconstructed following the basis pursuit suffers from sampling artifacts and has severe

problems in recovering accurate amplitudes. MIST does markedly better, maintaining structural

consistency in most places. Data differences obtained by subtracting reconstructed data from a

fully sampled wavefield in Figure 4a reveal that the reconstruction error is the most significant

for steeply dipping events as well as some near-horizontal features and becomes smaller if we re-
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run the reconstruction with thresholds recomputed from a previous reconstruction. Note that the

spectrum from Figure 5h still has a remnant sampling imprint that dominates the basis pursuit

reconstruction. However, that imprint is much smaller than for the original data, allowing the re-

computed thresholds to handle these spectral artifacts.

Infilling large gaps

In land acquisition, we frequently face access restrictions preventing the placement of sources and/or

receivers at desired locations. To simulate such a scenario and evaluate how data reconstruction

handles gaps, we introduce a 16 traces-long gap (marked with a black box in Figure 6a). Its size in

the physical domain is 160 m, and the dominant wavelength corresponding to the strongest event is

approximately 450 m.

Similarly to the previous experiment, we compare MIST reconstruction against the basis pursuit

solution. Figures 6b and 6c show the reconstructions in the context of the entire wavefield, while

Figures 6e and 6f zoom-in on details inside the gap. Basis pursuit reconstruction struggles to recover

reflection amplitudes and moveouts, with fidelity getting progressively worse going from gap edges

to its middle. The coherent but weak energy before reflections is barely represented. In contrast,

MIST reconstruction recovers reflections with accurate moveout but amplitudes are slightly weaker

than those of the original data. Weak energy before and after reflections is also reconstructed, but it

is the moveouts of those events that are of particular interest. Comparing the zoomed-in reconstruc-

tion from Figure 6f to the reference data in Figure 6d, we can notice that the reconstruction created

events that do not exist in reference data (for example, a near-infinite velocity feature around 2.47 s).

This happens because interpolation is incapable of creating new information - we can only use what

we have in clever ways to fill in the missing data. By removing a portion of data, we risk permanent
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information loss. Data surrounding the gap do not provide sufficient information about some events

- especially those that are not continuous through the gap. Therefore, one has to be careful about

spurious events that might be created by an interpolation.

Airblast removal

The airblast or air wave is frequently observed on land seismic records. Traveling with the speed

of sound in the air (usually around 330 - 340 m/s), the airblast is a broadband signal that obscures

valuable reflection data and provides no information about subsurface. It is desirable to have this

signal removed with as little effect on the underlying data as possible. Rather than using a surgical

mute, we demonstrate the use of a t− x− f − k-localized complex wavelet domain velocity filter

to accomplish this task.

The filtering is done by multiplying complex wavelet coefficients with the corresponding filter

masks whose values can vary continuously between 0 and 1. Because the moveout of an airblast

can be predicted with a known source location and air wave speed, we are able to define appropriate

masks as shown in Figure 8. We use a chart from Figure 3a to pinpoint CWT orientations that

should contain the majority of the energy we seek to remove. Figure 7 shows an ariblast contam-

inated land record, its filtered version, and the difference between raw and filtered data. To avoid

signal distortions at near offsets (-90,90) m, we can exclude them from the filtering either setting

the corresponding CWT filter coefficients to 1 or by re-injecting near offset traces after filtering.

Note that the filter is effective: the energy corresponding to the airblast is largely removed and the

underlying signals are preserved. Due to the spatio-temporal filter localization, none of the steeply

dipping events that do not follow the predicted airblast moveout are affected. This result is promis-

ing for a wide breadth of filtering applications for noise that can be separated in t−x−f −k space,
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such as surface and guided waves, first breaks, or vibroseis-generated chimney noise (Bagaini et al.,

2014).

DISCUSSION

We demonstrate that complex wavelets can be successfully applied to solve a variety of geophysical

problems involving data reconstruction and filtering. The key to successful processing outcomes is

in the recording parameters of signals: array length and recording time affect the number of pos-

sible decomposition levels of CWT and effectively control transform resolution, while spatial and

temporal sampling intervals define Nyquist wavenumber and frequency. Since CWT decomposes

signals into octave bands, data sampling affects feature separability.

We find that a multiscale iterative soft thresholding is effective in restoring aliased signals.

However, this technique assumes that there is a scale for which the aliasing effects are minimal or

non-existent. When aliasing has severe imprint on the coefficients at the deepest possible decompo-

sition level, the reconstruction is likely to fail. A partial solution for overcoming this limitation is to

use a constant velocity NMO prior to data reconstruction to lessen the degree of aliasing (Yu et al.,

2017).

Another important factor to consider is the data dimensionality. In this paper, we consider 2D

examples for reconstruction and filtering, but our techniques can be extended to higher dimensions.

Working in higher dimensions, in particular when both source and receiver axes are available, can

have implications for infilling large gaps. Although it is still true that no data reconstruction tech-

nique can create new information, access to a volume with multiple illuminations increases chances

that the features which should be present inside a gap are captured somewhere in the data volume.

Thus, we expect higher-dimensional reconstructions to yield better gap infills.
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For the reasons mentioned above, CWT reconstruction and filtering outcomes are data depen-

dent. It is important to consider data sampling to establish what can be reasonably achieved. With

favorable data parameters, CWT velocity filters are effective at suppressing coherent noise that can

be separated in t−x− f − k space because we can define the spatial and temporal origin of signals

to be suppressed as well as their moveout or range of moveouts. Examples include surface waves,

guided waves, and first breaks. One can also define a narrow time-space cone to address chimney

noise generated by vibroseis at near offsets (Bagaini et al., 2014).

CONCLUSIONS

Seismic data processing, imaging, and inversion outcomes are the best when we have access to non-

aliased data that do not have significant gaps. The complex wavelet domain can help in achieving

that if the acquired data do not already have these desirable attributes. The multiresolution character

of wavelets naturally predisposes them to address sampling challenges. We show that by leveraging

non-aliased information from the deepest decomposition level, our multiresolution iterative soft

thresholding is successful both in reconstruction beyond aliasing and in large gap reconstruction.

One of the advantages of non-aliased data is the significantly improved ability for noise suppres-

sion. Separating signal and noise is contingent upon achieving the best possible noise separation

in the transform domain. Because CWT is localized in t − x − f − k space, it allows one to de-

sign filters based on velocities as well as expected t − x moveouts. The advantage of such design

is demonstrated with airblast removal: we show that CWT velocity filter is effective in removing

airblast energy and does not affect any signals outside of expected noise trajectory.
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LIST OF FIGURES

1 Gap orientation sensitivity test. We remove a piece of an arch from the circularly symmet-

ric object, run complex wavelet reconstruction, and repeat the test at multiple angular orientations.

The top row shows reconstructions for 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦, respectively, and the middle row shows

difference between original and reconstructed object magnified 10x. Each reconstruction is quan-

tified by NRMSE and plotted against gap azimuth (bottom). Dashed lines show primary angular

sensitivity directions for a 2D CWT . The most favorable reconstructions are indicated by green

stars while the least favorable are marked with red crosses.

2 (a) Magnitude and (b) phase of complex wavelet coefficients for a land seismic record

sampled at 2 m and 4 ms. The largest coefficients correspond to the high energy events and to the

features supported by given scale and orientation (e.g., that fast first arrivals have strong coefficients

at 62.5 - 125 Hz, -0.1 - 0.1 1/m, which follows the geophysical intuition). The phase spectrum re-

veals that high frequency, high wavenumber features do not form many coherent patterns, indicating

that these CWT bands primarily support noise.

3 Mapping of different phase velocities to CWT orientations assuming spatial sampling of

2 m and temporal sampling of (a) 1 ms and (b) 4 ms. Note that changing the temporal sampling al-

ters the distribution of phase velocities among CWT scales and orientations which has implications

for noise suppression and signal separation.

4 (a) Fully sampled wavefield and (b) wavefield after spatial decimation by a factor of 4. (c)

and (d) are the corresponding FK spectra.

5 Reconstructions of aliased wavefield from Figure 4b on a fine grid. (a) Reconstruction by

basis pursuit, and (b) and (c) are obtained with MIST using decimated data or reconstructed data as

an input. (d)-(e) show the corresponding data differences, while (f)-(h) show the FK spectra.

6 (a) Reference data with a 160m (16 traces) gap marked with the black box and the re-
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constructed wavefields using (b) basis pursuit and (c) MIST. (d)-(f) show the gap interior. MIST

has better amplitude accuracy, but is sometimes unable to accurately reproduce event moveouts, for

example the diffraction tail around 2.47 s and 1200 m visible in (d).

7 Airblast removal in the complex wavelet domain. (a) raw data, (b) after removing the air-

blast, and (c) data difference. Data are gained and clipped for display. Note that the majority of the

airblast energy is removed without affecting other events.

8 Complex wavelet domain filter masks for airblast suppression. Note that we only target the

scales and orientations that are the most affected by the airblast energy, leaving others unchanged.
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Figure 1: Gap orientation sensitivity test. We remove a piece of an arch from the circularly symmet-
ric object, run complex wavelet reconstruction, and repeat the test at multiple angular orientations.
The top row shows reconstructions for 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦, respectively, and the middle row shows
difference between original and reconstructed object magnified 10x. Each reconstruction is quan-
tified by NRMSE and plotted against gap azimuth (bottom). Dashed lines show primary angular
sensitivity directions for a 2D CWT . The most favorable reconstructions are indicated by green
stars while the least favorable are marked with red crosses.
– CWP-1018
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a b

Figure 2: (a) Magnitude and (b) phase of complex wavelet coefficients for a land seismic record
sampled at 2 m and 4 ms. The largest coefficients correspond to the high energy events and to the
features supported by given scale and orientation (e.g., that fast first arrivals have strong coefficients
at 62.5 - 125 Hz, -0.1 - 0.1 1/m, which follows the geophysical intuition). The phase spectrum re-
veals that high frequency, high wavenumber features do not form many coherent patterns, indicating
that these CWT bands primarily support noise.
– CWP-1018
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a b

Figure 3: Mapping of different phase velocities to CWT orientations assuming spatial sampling of
2 m and temporal sampling of (a) 1 ms and (b) 4 ms. Note that changing the temporal sampling alters
the distribution of phase velocities among CWT scales and orientations which has implications for
noise suppression and signal separation.
– CWP-1018
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Figure 4: (a) Fully sampled wavefield and (b) wavefield after spatial decimation by a factor of 4. (c)
and (d) are the corresponding FK spectra.
– CWP-1018
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Figure 5: Reconstructions of aliased wavefield from Figure 4b on a fine grid. (a) Reconstruction by
basis pursuit, and (b) and (c) are obtained with MIST using decimated data or reconstructed data as
an input. (d)-(e) show the corresponding data differences, while (f)-(h) show the FK spectra.
– CWP-1018
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Figure 6: (a) Reference data with a 160m (16 traces) gap marked with the black box and the re-
constructed wavefields using (b) basis pursuit and (c) MIST. (d)-(f) show the gap interior. MIST
has better amplitude accuracy, but is sometimes unable to accurately reproduce event moveouts, for
example the diffraction tail around 2.47 s and 1200 m visible in (d).
– CWP-1018
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Figure 7: Airblast removal in the complex wavelet domain. (a) raw data, (b) after removing the
airblast, and (c) data difference. Data are gained and clipped for display. Note that the majority of
the airblast energy is removed without affecting other events.
– CWP-1018
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Figure 8: Complex wavelet domain filter masks for airblast suppression. Note that we only target the
scales and orientations that are the most affected by the airblast energy, leaving others unchanged.
– CWP-1018
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